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St. Teresa School
A Temple of Learning
Shakti Khand – II, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad
Holiday Assignment (2018-19)
Class: X

English
1) You are Ria/Romy, 15 MG Road Agra. You happened to see the following news in a newspaper. Write a letter to the Editor of
The Times of India, New Delhi expressing your views on the matter.
New Delhi:-The Supreme Court has passed an order that it is the responsibility of every citizen to look after their aged parents. If
they fail, they will have no right of inheritance.
2) Write a story in about 200 words beginning with the following line. Also give a suitable title.
Night before the Zonal Debate Competition … everyone was fast asleep, while I was practicing.
Suddenly……………………………………..
3) Read the novel ' The Diary Of A Young Girl ' from June 12, 1942 to June 15, 1943 and answer the following question.
3.1. How did the diary help Anne overcome her loneliness?
3.2. ‘Paper has more patience than people.’ Justify this statement.
3.3. Anne gives an account of her drifting apart from her mother. Elaborate.
3.4. Give a brief account of the ‘Secret Annexe Rules’ made by the van Daans.
3.5. Anne’s character undergoes a wonderful and significant transformation in the annexe. Comment.
4. Look at the words and phrases below. Rearrange them to form meaningful sentences.
a. the watermelon/thirst quenchers/in summers/is/one of the best
b. around/it is/96 countries/cultivated in/the world.
c. in Africa/about 5000 years/grown/ago/it was/first.
d. say that/at the/it was grown/some researchers/same time/in India.
e. the travellers/across a desert/it was/when they/used by/travelled
5. Read the conversation between Anne and Paul. Then report the paragraph that follows
Anne: What do you want to do this morning?
Paul: I feel like taking a walk. It's so nice outside.
Anne: Great, let's walk around the lake in the park.
Paul: It's really rocky here.
Anne: Yes, watch your steps so you don't trip.
Anne asked Paul (a) _________ . Paul answered that he (b)_______ . It was so nice outside. Anne agreed to this and suggested
(c) ____________ . Then Paul observed that (d) _________ . Anne cautioned him to watch his steps.
6. The following passage has not been edited. There is one error in each line. Underline the error and write the incorrect word
and the correction. The first one has been done as an example.
Incorrect word
correction
Inactivity is the greater cause of overweight
greater
greatest
these days. People physical activity
a- ______
________
had decreased these days. The main reason
b- ______
________
is there are many labour saving devices
c- ______
________
They does not want to walk on foot.
d- ______
________
They spend enough time sitting and
e- ______
________
watch television. Their excess weight
f- ______
_________
make them sick and they have to spend
g- ______
________
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money in medicine.
See here, Mr. Allison, give me the break,
Won’t you. I’ve got to get a story or an editor will
Fire me. Please do tell me anything about yourself.
How did you happen to get into that work?
Do you have some family? Please
do give me a answer. Well, if you won’t
talk, I’ll write mine own story, but you
may not like the all story you’ll read.
You have few minutes to consider my offer.
I’ll return after visiting the warden.

the
a._____
b. _____
c. _____
d. _____
e. _____
f. _____
g._____
h. _____

a
______
______
______
______
______
_______
_______
_______

Hindi
1 -पपपच अपठठत गदपद श व पपदच अपठठत कपवयपद श उतर पप ठसतकप मम ककठजयय |
2- ठनमनठलठखत सद कयतत कय आधपर पर सवरठचत लय खन ककठजयय ।
(क ) तय ज वरर मम मम जब घर सय ठनकलप-------(ख ) नहक भभलतप मम वह ठदन जब मम नय अनपढ़ रपधप कय सतनय जकवन मय जपन कक जयतत
जलपनय कप सद कलप ठकयप|

ननट पपरशन 2 (ए 4 शशट पर) कशजजयय एवव एक फफइल मम सवकजलत कशजजयय ।
Sanskrit
'वतरमपन कपल मम "सद सककत भपरप कप पतन "कपरण और ठनवपरण 'ठवरय पर इद टरनय ट कक सहपयतप सय एक पक०पक०टक०
तम यपर करम ।
*सद सककत भपरप कय 40-50 तक नए शबद चप नकर एक शबदकतश तम यपर करम ।

Maths

1.

If the HCF of 65 and 117 is expressible in the form 65m – 117, then the value of m will be _____?

2.

The largest number which divides 70 and 125, leaving remainders 5 and 8.

3.

If two positive integers a and b are written as a – x3y2 and b = xy3; x and y are prime numbers , the HCF (a,b) will be
__________ ?

4.

Show that the square of any positive integer cannot be of the form 6m + 2 or 6m + 5 for any integer m.

5.

Show that the square of any odd integer is of the form 4q + 1, for some integer q.

6.

Prove that if x and y are both odd positive integers, then x2 + y2 is even but not divisible by 4.

7.

Find the largest number that divides 1251, 9377, and 15628 leaving remainders 1, 2, 3 respectively.

8.

Prove that

√3

+

√5

is irrational.

9.

Prove that

√P

+

√q

is irrational, where p and q are primes.
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10.

257
5000

Write the denominator of rational number

in the form of 2m x 5n, where m & n are non- negative

integers.
11.

Show that the cube of a positive integer of the form 6q + r, q is an integer and r = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 is also of the form
6m + r.

12.

Prove that one of any three consecutive positive integers must be divisible by 3.

13.

Write the condition to be satisfied by q so that a rational number p/q has a terminating decimal expansion.

14.

Write whether

2 √ 45+3 √ 20
2 √5

15.

Prove that 4- 5

√2

16.

Show that there is no positive integer ‘n’ for which (

17.

Find the zeros of following polynomials and verify the relation between zeros and its
6x2 – 3

1
6

18.

is an irrational number.

(ii) 4

√3

3 √5
2

√ n−1

(viii) 7y2 –

y–5

+

√3

x2 + 5x – 2

11
3

√ n+1

) is rational.
coefficients.

(iii) abx 2 + ( b2 – ac) x – bc

√2

(v) x 2 + 2

x – 2

(vii) y2 =

on simplification given a rational or an irrational number.

y–

x- 6

(vi) 2s2 – ( 1 + 2

√2

(iv) x2 +

) s +

√2

2
3

If α and β are the zero of quadratic equation x2 – px + q then find the values of

(i) α 2 + β 2

(ii)

1 1
+
α β
1 1
+ −αβ
α β

19.

If α and β are the zero of x2 – x – 4, find the value of

20.

If α and β are the zero of x2 – 5x + k, such that α – β = 1 , find the value of k.

21.

If α and β are the zeros of 2x2 + 5x + k, satisfying the relationship α2 + β2 + αβ =

22.

If two zero of f(x) = x3 -4x2 -3x + 12 are

23.

Find a cubic polynomial with the sum, sum of the product of its zero taken two at a tine and product of its zeros
as 3-1 and -3 respectively.

√3

and -

√3

21
4 , then find value of k.

then find its third zero.
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24.

If the zeros of f(x) = 2x2 -15 x2 + 37x – 30 are in A.P find them.

25.

If the zeros of f(x) = x3 -12x2 + 39 x + k are in A.P , find the value of k.

26.

If the polynomial 6x4 + 8x3 + 17 x2 + 21x + 7 is divided by another polynomial 3x 2 + 4x + 1, the remainder
comes out to be ax + b find a & b.

27.

Find all the zeros of x4 + x3 – 34 x2 – 4x + 120, if two of its zeros are 2 and -2.

28.

Given that x-

√5

is a factor of cubic polynomial x 3 - 3

√5

x2 + 13x -3

√5

, find all the zeros of this

polynomial.
29.

If α, β are the zero of f(x) = 2y2 + 7y + 5, write value of α + β + αβ.

30.

If α and β are the zeros of quadratic polynomial ax2 + bx + c then find :-

α

(i)

x

y

4

+β

4

(ii)

α2 β 2
+
β 2 α2

31.

If the sum of zeros of a quadratic polynomial kt2 + 2t + 3k if equal to their product, find the value of k.

32.

For what values of a and b does the following pair of equations have an infinite numbers of
solutions.
2x+3y=7, a(x +y)-b(x-y)=3a+b-2

33.

The sum of denominator and numerator of a fraction is 3 less than twice the denominator. If each of the
numerator and denominator is denominator is decreased by 1, the fraction becomes 1/2. Find the
fraction.

34.

The sum of the digits of a two digit number is 12. The number obtained by interchanging the two digits exceeds
the given number by 18. Find the number.

35.

The sum of the numerator and denominator of a fraction is 12. If 1 is added to both numerator and denominator
the fraction becomes ï¿½. Find the fraction.

36.

4 men and 6 boys can finish a piece of work in 5 days while 3 men and 4 boys can finish it in 7 days. Find the
time taken by 1 man alone or than by 1 boy alone.

37.

A man travels 600km apart by train and partly by car. It takes 8 hours and 40 minutes if he travels 320 km by
train and rest by car. It would take 30 minutes more if he travels 200 km by train and the rest by the car/. Find
the speed of the train and by car

38.

Solve the equations graphically. 2x+y=2 , 2y-x=4. Also find the area of a triangle formed by the two lines and
the line y=0.

39.

Solve the following pair of equations graphically.
x+3y=6, 2x-3y=12. Also find the area of the triangle
formed by the lines representing the given equations with y-axis.

40.

Ankita travels 14 km to her home partly by rickshaw and partly by bus. She takes half an hour, if she travels 2
km by rickshaw and the remaining distance by bus. On the other hand ,if she travels 4 km by rickshaw and the
remaining distance by bus, she takes 9 min longer. Find the speed of the rickshaw and of the bus.

41.

Solve the following equation for x and y

7 +5 =74 , 7

x+1

−5

y+1

=218
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42.
43.
44.
45.

Find the value of p ,so that the quadratic equation px(x-3)+9=0 has equal roots.
A motor boat whose speed is 24 km/h in still water takes 1 hour more to go 32 km upstream than to return
downstream to the same spot. Find the speed of the stream
A train takes 2 h less for a journey of 300 km .if its speed is increased by 5 km/h from its usual speed .Find the
usual speed of train
Find the roots of the quadratic equation

a2 b2 x2 +b 2 x−a2 x−1=0
46.

Find the roots of the following quadratic equation

2

x −3 √ 5 x +10=0
47.

The sum of two numbers is 9 and the sum of their reciprocal is

48.

Solve the quadratic equation

49.

Two pipes running together can fill a cisten in

50.

it.Find the time in which each pipe would fill the cisten.
Solve for x

1
2 .Find the numbers.

9 x 2−15 x+6=0 by the method of completing square.
11

1
9

min .If one pipe takes 5 min more than the other to fill

√ 2 x +9+ x=13
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

Write the common difference of an A.P. whose nth term is 3n + 5.
Write the value of x for which x + 2, 2x, 2x + 3 are three consecutive terms of an A.P.
.If the sum of first 7 terms of an A.P. is 49 and that of first 17 terms is 289, find the sum of n terms
If Sn the sum of n terms of an A.P. is given by Sn = 3n2 – 4n, find the nth term.
The sum of 4th and 8th terms of an A.P. is 24, and the sum of 6th and 10th terms is 44. Find the A.P.
If n times the nth term of an A.P. is equal to m times the m th term ,then prove that its (m+n)th term is equal to
zero.
The sum of the first p, q ,r terms of an A.P. are 1,b and c respectively. Show that

a
b
c
( q−r ) + ( r − p ) + ( p−q )=0
p
q
r
58.
59.
60.

The sum of four consecutive numbers in an A.P. is 32 and the ratio of the product of the first and the last terms
to the product of the two middle terms is 7:15.Find the numbers.
An A.P. consists of 37 terms. The sum of the three middle most terms is 225 and the sum of the last three is
429.Find the A.P.
.Find the sum of the integers between 100 and 200,that are not divisible be 9.

Science
Biology :
1.Compare the pulse rate ,breathing rate of 10 persons in each age gp-(to be done in bio copy)
i) Children from age 5 to 10yrs
ii) Adults
iii) old age people ( >65 yrs)
Sr no.
Name of the person
Age of the person
Breathing Rate/min
Pulse Rate/min.

2.Solve the given work sheet and paste in fair copy.
3.Complete your practical record.

Chemistry :
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1. Write all the experiments of chemistry in your practical file.
2. Attach and do the given worksheet in your notebook.

Social Science
WORKSHEET-1
VERY SHORT QUESTIONS
Q.1- What is meant by ‘Boycott’?
Q.2- Why was Simon commission formed?
Q.3- Who was the spiritual head of Islamic world?
Q.4- Who composed the national song ‘Vande Mataram’?
SHORT QUESTIONS
Q.5- What role did women play during the Civil Disobedience movement?
Q.6- Account for the growth of national consciousness in the first half of the 20th century.
Q.7- On an outline map of India mark the following places:-A) Dandi
B) Champaran
C) Chauri Chaura
LONG ANSWER
Q.8- Discuss How different social groups saw the civil disobedience movement?
Worksheet-2
Q.1- Resources are essential for any development activity. But irrational consumption and overutilization of resources may lead
to socio-economic and environmental problems. Mention a few environmental problems that you many face due to irrational
consumption and overutilization of resources.
Q.2- Give the importance of soil. Explain three factors responsible for soil formation.
Q.3- Mention any three features of arid soil.
Q.4- Mention any three characteristics of black soil.
Q.-5 Explain briefly the Earth Summit 1992.
Worksheet-3
VERY SHORT QUESTIONS
Q.1 What percentage of global precipitation is received by India?
Q.2 With what purpose is the Hirakud dam related to?
Q.3 What is rainwater called in rajasthan?
SHORT QUESTION
Q.4- What were the reasons for launching multipurpose river projects after independence?
LONG QUESTION
Q.5- Describe the procedure for rooftop rainwater harvesting?

French
Make a newspaper in French.
&
Revise the syllabus.

St. Teresa School
Physics X – Electricity

Assignment # 1

Very-Short-Answer Questions
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Define potential at a point.
Define potential difference between two points.
Write the unit of potential difference.
What is meant by one Volt?
A dry cell usually has a small cap at one end and a flat surface at the
other end. Which of the two is at higher potential? Why?
6) Define electric current & write its S.I. unit.
7) What is meant by 1 Ampere current?
8) Name the instrument used to measure electric current and potential
difference respectively. How are they connected in a circuit?
9) What is the shape of the graph between V & i?
10)
Consider the unit volt, ampere and ohm. One of them is the same as
the product of the other two. Which one is this?
11)
Draw a diagram to show two resistors R1 & R2 connected in series.
12)
Draw a diagram to show two resistors R1 & R2 connected in parallel.
13)
You have two resistors of 10Ω and 20Ω. What resistance can you get
by combining the two?
14)
What do you understand by “resistance”?
15)
What is S.I. unit of resistance? Write its symbol.
16)
When do you say that the resistance of a wire is 1Ω?

Short-Answer Questions
17)
On what factors does resistance of a wire depends?
18)
What do you understand by resistivity of a material?
19)
What is the difference between a conductor and an insulator? Give
two examples of each.
20) When are resistors said to be connected in series?
21)
When are resistors said to be connected in parallel?

22)

Long-Answer Questions

State Ohm’s Law. How can it be verified?

Prepared by: Sanjeev Sharma
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23) Deduce the expression for the equivalent resistance of parallel
combination of three resistances R1, R2 & R3.
24) Deduce the expression for the equivalent resistance of series
combination of three resistances R1, R2 & R3.

State True or False and write reason for your answer

25) It is not possible to have a particle with charge 2 x 10-19C.
26) An electron is released from rest at point A moves towards nearby
point B. The potential at A is higher than the potential at B.
27) The positive terminal of a cell is connected to the end A, and the
negative terminal is connected to the end B of a metallic wire AB.
Electrons flow in the wire in the direction B to A.
28) If two equal resistances are connected in parallel, the equivalent
resistance is halved.
29) A thick wire has a larger resistance than a thin wire.

Fill in the blanks

30) The resistance of a cylindrical piece of rubber is ----------- than that
of a similar piece of copper.
31)
The equivalent resistance of two resistance connected in parallel is ------------ the value of each resistance.
32) The equivalent resistance of two resistance connected in series is ------------ the value of each resistance.
33) Three resistors are connected in series with a cell. If the current in
each resistor is 2A, that in the cell will be ------------.
34) Three resistors are connected in parallel with a cell. If the current in
each resistor is 2A, that in the cell will be ------------.

Multiple Choice Questions

35) The potential at a point is 20 V. The work done in bringing a charge of
0.5 C from infinity to this point will be
(a) 20J
(b) 10J
(c) 5J
(d) 40J
36) Joule/Coulomb is the same as
(a) watt
(b) volt
(c) ampere
(d) ohm
37) On which of the following no ‘plus’ or ‘minus’ sign is marked
(a) a cell
(b) an ammeter
(c) a voltmeter
(d) a resistor
38) Consider the following statements:
(A)
In series connection, the same current flows through each element.
Prepared by: Sanjeev Sharma
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(B)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

In parallel connection, the same potential difference gets applied
across each element.
both (A) and (B) are correct
both (A) and (B) are wrong
(A) is wrong but (B) is correct
(B) is wrong but (A) is correct

Numerical Problems
39) How much work will be done in bringing a charge of 5 milli Coulomb
from infinity to point P at which the potential is 12 V.?
40) A particle with a charge 1.5 C is taken from a point A at a potential of
50 V to another point B at a potential of 120 V. Calculate the work done.
41)
How many electrons are required to get 1 C of negative charge? Ans.:
6.25 x 1018.
42) Calculate the current in a wire if 900 C of charge passes through it in
10 minutes.
43) Calculate the resistance of a copper wire of length 1m and area of
cross section 2 mm2. Resistivity of copper is 1.7 x 10-8Ωm.
44) A copper wire has a resistance of 0.5 Ω. Another copper wire of same
mass as of the first one is double in length of the first. Find the
resistance of the second wire.
45) When a potential difference of 20V is applied across a resistor, it
draws a current of 3A. If 30V of potential difference is applied across
the same resistor, what will be the current?
46) How will be the resistance of a wire change if its diameter (d) is
doubled, its length remaining the same?
47) Calculate the potential difference across each resistor in the circuit
diagram shown in figure:
4Ω

6Ω

10Ω

5V

48) A uniform wire of resistance R is cut into three equal pieces, and
these pieces are joined in parallel. What is the resistance of the
combination?

Prepared by: Sanjeev Sharma
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49) When two resistances are joined in series, the equivalent resistance is
90 Ω. When the same resistances are joined in parallel, the equivalent
resistance is 20 Ω. Calculate the resistances of the two resistors.
50) Three identical bulbs are connected in parallel with a battery. The
current drawn from the battery is 6 A. If one of the bulb gets fused,
what will be the total current drawn from the battery?
Fused

V

V

51)
How will you join three resistors of resistances 4 Ω, 6 Ω and 12 Ω to
get an equivalent resistance of 8 Ω?
52) What would be the highest and the lowest equivalent resistances
possible by joining the resistors given in previous question?
53) How many bulbs of resistance 6 Ω should be joined in parallel to draw
a current of 2 A from a battery of 3 Volts.
54) Three resistors of resistances 10 Ω, 20 Ω and 30 Ω are connected in
parallel with a 6-V cell. Find (a) the current through each resistor, (b) the
current supplied by the cell, and (c) the equivalent resistance of the
circuit.
55) Consider the circuit shown in figure given below. Calculate the current
through the 3- Ω resistor.
3Ω

i

i1
i2
6Ω

4Ω

i

6V
Prepared by: Sanjeev Sharma
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St. Teresa School
Indirapuram, Gzb
CLASS-X (2018-19)
SUBJECT – FOUNDATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (165)

ASSIGNMENT – HTML
Class-X

Sec - _____

(5)

Name -__________________________________________

A) Answer these:
1) Pallav wants to insert an image on his web page and align it in the center. He has written the following code
to enter the image, but the desired result is not displayed. Can you tell him what is wrong with his code?
Also write the correct code again.
<IMG SRC=”SAVETIGER.GIF” ALIGN=”CENTER”>
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2) Which tag is used to set the background color of cells?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3) Which attribute of the<TABLE> tag merges rows vertically?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4) Prannoy links one part of a webpage of the Website of XYZ School with another section of the same pages.
Can you define the type of linking?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5) A link that does not work anymore is called a ___________ link.
6) What is the default alignment of the contents of table cell?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

7) Write two attributes of <A> tag.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

8) Which tag is used to create a table data?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

9) How can you add space around the top and bottom of an image?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Q2 Observe the following webpage and write the HTML code to generate it.
Note the following points while generating the webpage.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title of the page is “Indian Mangoes”.
Link colour is RED.
Font style for page is ARIAL.
Heading of the page is blue and underlined.
Image used is Mangoes.png.
Table border is 3px and border colour is BROWN.
Use links as
o
For Alphonsosas one.html.
o
For Dasheri as two.html.
Body Text is “Mangoes of India are well famous in the world for its sweetness in flavor. The Land of India is
the largest producer of mangoes and most popular fruit of the country”

St. Teresa School
Indirapuram, GZB
CLASS – X

(2018-19)

ASSIGNMENT – HTML

(4)

SUBJECT – FOUNDATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY(165)

Class-X

Sec - _____

Name -___________________________________________

Answer these questions
1) Which attribute tells us how many rows a cell should span?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2) Name the tag to set the space between table border and cells.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3) Name the tag to specify a row within a table.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
4) Name the tag to define a table in HTML.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
5) Name the tag used to insert the images in the cell.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify and correct the mistakes from below coding

1) <Img Src=”Happy.jpg”, alt=”Happy”>
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2) <a location=”D:\STS\try.html“>
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3) <table border colour=”red” height=100>
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
4) <body background=”Green” topmargin=100>
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Write HTML coding for the following:(i) Set background color as Yellow and text color as red.
(ii) Heading of the page “XYZ School” should be largest heading of blue color with underline in center of the

web page.
(iii) Insert a table in the center of the webpage below to heading. Make its border color=green and height &
width as 200. Display all the contents in center of the table.
In first row display FA-I, FA-II & SA-I and in second row display FA-III, FA-IV AND SA-II.
(iv) Bottom message “Click here for Progress Report Card” should be hyperlinked to the file “Progress.html”.
A screenshot is given for better understanding.

